
One of the ways you can support children in hospital during the 
festive period is help us take Christmas to them. 

This means delivering advent calendars and gifts to children in hospital, 
organising a visit from Father Christmas and providing Christmas dinner 
to help them feel more at home during their stay over the festive period.  

But we can’t do this without your help!

How you can help

We want to light up the Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital with a spectacular starry sky 
projection to show the children that we are thinking of them this Christmas. 

To help us do this, could you sponsor a star to be included in this magical display? 
Your support will mean that children get the Christmas they deserve, 
despite being in hospital at a time they should be at home with their families.

Could you be a Rockinghorse star?
Your donations will help light up Christmas.

Spending time in hospital over Christmas isn’t fun for anyone, but 
it’s even worse for children - not knowing if Father Christmas will 
visit or being able to enjoy Christmas at home, not to mention 
being scared and worried about the treatment.  

Be a Rockinghorse 
star this Christmas

Invitation to our VIP Stars Launch event at the Children’s Hospital 
Featured on our online campaign hub 
Featured in the event programme 
Named in social media campaign before, during and after campaign 
Media surrounding the event and projection – named in press release 
A personalised, shareable thank you graphic and letter recognising your support
Promotion within Sussex Business Times to their audience of over 250,000 per month

What Rockinghorse Stars receive
If you are able to sponsor a star in our spectacular display, you will get the following:

Find out our sponsorship options overleaf...



£2,000 Shining Star
Perhaps you could be one of our shining stars. In return 
for a £2,000 donation, you will receive:

• A large star with your logo in the projection 
• A star bauble with your logo on the Christmas tree in the    

hospital entrance

If you can be a Rockinghorse Star this Christmas, it will help fund 
life-changing support. Whatever you can do, every single penny 

makes a difference to the support we are able to offer at Christmas.

Shining Shining 
starstar

Bright Bright 
starstar

£1,000 Bright Star
For a £1,000 donation, you will be one of our Bright stars. 
For this donation you will receive:

• A star with your logo amongst the magical display
• A bauble with your logo on the Christmas tree in the      

hospital entrance

To find out more about how to make a donation, 
please get in touch.

Super Super 
starstar • The largest virtual logo star in the projection

• Have your logo on the top star of the main Christmas 
tree in the Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital entrance

As a Super Star you will also receive:

We need one super star company to donate £5,000 to 
help make a magical Christmas for sick children.

£5,000 Super Star

StarStar £500 Star
For £500 you will receive a star in the display and your
logo on a bauble on the Christmas tree.
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